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Abstract

Large-scale climate history of the past millennium reconstructed solely from tree-ring data is prone to underestimate the amplitude of low-frequency variability. In this paper, we aimed at solving this problem by utilizing a novel method termed “MDVM”, which was a combination of the ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) and variance matching techniques. We compiled a set of 211 tree-ring records from the extratropical Northern Hemisphere (30–90°N) in an effort to develop a new reconstruction of the annual mean temperature by the MDVM method. Among these dataset, a number of 126 records were screened out to reconstruct temperature variability longer than decadal scale for the period 850–2000 AD. The MDVM reconstruction depicted significant low-frequency variability in the past millennium with evident Medieval Warm Period (MWP) over the interval 950–1150 AD and pronounced Little Ice Age (LIA) cumulating in 1450–1850 AD. In the context of 1150-year reconstruction, the accelerating warming in 20th century was likely unprecedented, and the coldest decades appeared in the 1640s, 1600s and 1580s, whereas the warmest decades occurred in the 1990s, 1940s and 1930s. Additionally, the MDVM reconstruction covaried broadly with changes in natural radiative forcing, and especially showed distinct footprints of multiple volcanic eruptions in the last millennium. Comparisons of our results with previous reconstructions and model simulations showed the efficiency of the MDVM method on capturing low-frequency variability, particularly much colder signals of the LIA relative to the reference period. Our results demonstrated that the MDVM method has advantages in studying large-scale and low-frequency climate signals using pure tree-ring data.

Introduction

Knowledge of climate change in the past is essential for understanding the response of the climate system to natural and anthropogenic forcings, and also useful for evaluating the observed
20th century warming objectively in a long-term perspective. As the worldwide instrumental records rarely extend back further than the mid-19th century, pre-instrumental data of temperature is often deduced from proxy records derived from natural archives. In recent years, a number of proxy-based high-resolution temperature reconstructions on hemispheric scale have been carried out (e.g. [1–12]). Nevertheless, a great range has been observed in the reconstructed amplitudes among the currently existing temperature reconstructions for the Northern Hemisphere (NH). In particular, reconstructions based solely on tree-ring data are prone to underestimate the temperature amplitude during the Medieval Warm Period (MWP) and the Little Ice Age (LIA) (e.g. [3]). In order to better capture the low-frequency variability, lower temporal resolution proxies (e.g. ice cores, sporopollen, speleothems and lake sediments, etc.) are usually used to combine with tree-ring data for large-scale temperature reconstructions (e.g. [7, 12]). However, the quality of these non-annually resolved records is hard to assess since they are difficult to calibrate against the annual meteorological data. Thus, the combination of tree ring and other proxies in low resolution may bring about significant uncertainties in the final reconstructions [13, 14].

Fortunately, some recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility of reflecting longer-term temperature trends using pure tree-ring data, provided that data are appropriately processed in respects of detrending in chronology developing, data screening, and statistical techniques [4, 10, 15, 16]. Firstly, it is known that different detrending methods usually result in obvious differences of the final chronologies in signal extracting. Compared with traditional data-adaptive curve-fitting methods (e.g. negative exponential curve or smoothing spline), the superiorities of Regional Curve Standardization [17] and signal-free method [18] have been fully demonstrated. Both methods can avoid the “segment length curse” [19], and capture more low-frequency variance in excess of the mean length of individual samples used in chronology development. Secondly, with regard to data screening, some criteria (e.g. length of the candidate chronologies, and threshold of the correlation with local/large-scale instrumental series) are usually employed in the screening process to ensure that the temperature signal is as strong as possible in the final large-scale temperature reconstructions [4, 5, 7, 9]. Previous research definitely emphasized the importance of the quality of available proxy data rather than quantity for further robustness and improvements in large-scale proxy-based reconstructions [20]. Nevertheless, as the criteria of screening procedure are more thorough and strict, fewer records could pass the screening process, easily leading to uneven spatial distribution of the tree-ring data and relatively poor spatial representativeness of the final reconstructions [1]. Thirdly, in terms of the statistical techniques used for calibration in large-scale reconstructions, the traditional method is based on the linear regression model (ordinary least squares). There are other two main methods based on variance matching (e.g. [8, 21]) and error-in-variables (EIV) regression model (total least squares) (e.g. [9, 22, 23]). The comparisons of considerable reconstructions have suggested that the application of inverse-regression-based methods, like those used in some researches [2, 3], is apt to result in large underestimation of low-frequency NH temperature variability [15, 24]. As indicated above, it is thus important and feasible to explore an effective method for large-scale temperature reconstruction on the basis of improvements in terms of chronology developing, data screening and calibrating procedures.

In this paper, a novel method applicable to pure tree-ring data was developed in order to fully make use of the tree-ring records and better capture low-frequency variability. The method we proposed was termed “MDVM”, as its core was based on ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) and variance matching techniques. Its detailed steps would be explicated in the following sections. The objectives of this study were (1) to introduce the MDVM method, (2) to evaluate its performance by establishing a reconstruction of the extratropical
NH mean temperature for the past millennium, and (3) to analyze the characteristics of reconstructed temperatures in terms of trend, amplitude and response to external forcings.

Data

Instrumental data

We made use of the monthly land surface air temperature dataset (CRUTEM4) [25] for the period 1850–2000, with a horizontal resolution of 5°×5° longitude-latitude grid. The extratropical (30–90°N) land-only mean annual (January-December) temperature anomaly series relative to 1961–1990 was extracted as the target series for subsequent reconstruction.

Tree-ring data

Considering that different detrending methods would bring about discrepancy of final chronologies especially on the low-frequency variation, tree-ring raw measurements data rather than the ready-made chronologies was compiled from the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB, http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/paleoclimatology-data/datasets/tree-ring). We also collected several chronologies (a few were reconstructed series) from some published literatures related on regional temperature signal. The length of these tree-ring records (width data with limited density data) was mostly longer than 800 years. Additionally, we usually utilized the most up-to-date data rather than the old records.

Model simulation data

For further analyzing, we extracted extratropical land-only mean annual simulated surface temperature from the outputs of 7 climate models for Last Millennium experiment in CMIP5 (Phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project) [26]: CCSM4 [27], HadCM3 [28], MPI-ESM-P [29], FGOALS-s2 [30], BCC-CSM1.1 [31], IPSL-CM5A-LR [32] and CSIRO-MK3-L.2 [33]. These results are available via the Earth System Grid Federation (http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/esgf-web-fe/). As described in CMIP5, the Last Millennium transient simulation is conducted by coupled climate system model (or earth system model) with external forcings and uniformly spans from 850 to 1850 AD. The simulated series were simply adjusted by removing their respective mean of the whole period (850–1850 AD) for subsequent comparison with the final reconstructed NH temperature.

Methods

Chronology development

The signal-free Regional Curve Standardization (SF-RCS) method [18] was used for the collected tree-ring raw measurements data. In each sampling site, the individual series were aligned by cambial age to estimate the site-specific mean biological growth curve. It has been borne out that SF-RCS is adept at preserving the low-frequency trends and can better mitigate the trend distortion problem by several recent studies on regional climate reconstructions [34–36]. The reliable period of each chronology we established was determined by expressed population signal (EPS), and the chronologies were truncated when their EPS values were less than 0.80 in consecutive 40 years [37].

MDVM method

The two keys of MDVM method are ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) and variance matching. EEMD is a data self-adapted signal processing approach, which can relief
the mode-mixing problem and bring about more stable and physically interpretable results [38]. EEMD is a powerful tool for decomposing complicated dataset into a finite number of monocomponent intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Through large numbers of trials to add white noise, only the persistent surviving IMFs could be extracted, which should contain more physical meanings [38]. EEMD has been widely used in climate research [39–41] and also applied in a few dendrochronological studies [42, 43]. Variance matching method was employed in the calibration to adjust the mean value and variance agreeing with the target series over the common period [8, 21]. It has been proved that variance matching is able to avoid the problem with underestimation of low-frequency variability associated with direct-regression-based calibration methods [15, 24]. Some researches pointed out that the indirect-regression method can avoid this problem in more effective way, and this variance matching method should fall between the direct- and indirect- regression methods [6, 24]. As shown in Fig 1, the itemized steps of MDVM method were as follows:

Stage 1. Decompose each series into four components on annual, decadal, multi-decadal and centennial timescales, respectively. The instrumental extratropical NH mean temperature and each tree-ring chronology (or reconstructed series) was decomposed into IMFs using the EEMD method, respectively [Eq (1)]. Then, the power spectral analysis was applied for each IMF and the residual series to diagnose the dominant period, upon which to classify the IMFs (or residual series) into certain components on four typical timescales, i.e. annual scale component (less than 10 year), decadal scale component (10–30 year), multi-decadal scale (30–90 year) and centennial scale component (longer than 90 year) [Eq (2)].

\[
S_{\text{er}}(t) = \sum_{h=1}^{N_{i}} \text{imf}_{h}(t) + \text{residual} \tag{1}
\]

\[
S_{\text{er}}(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{i} \text{comp}^{j}_{i}(t) \tag{2}
\]

\[
S_{\text{er}}'(t) = \sum_{j=2}^{4} \text{comp}^{j}_{i}(t) \tag{3}
\]

where \(N_{i}\) was the total number of IMFs for \(i\)-th proxy (or instrumental CRU) time series \([S_{\text{er}}(t)]\). Subscript \(j\) denoted the timescale of each component \([\text{comp}^{j}_{i}(t)]; j = 1\) for annual scale, \(j = 2\) for decadal scale, \(j = 3\) for multi-decadal scale, and \(j = 4\) for centennial scale.

Stage 2. Screen individual components with corresponding benchmark series on decadal, multi-decadal and centennial scales, respectively. Considering that the regional tree-ring record coincided with the hemispheric mean temperature mainly on decadal and longer timescales, the decomposed variability of tree ring and temperature series on annual scale was ignored in this study, which meant that the smoothed series \(S_{\text{er}}'(t)\) would consist of 3 components [Eq (3)]. Correlation analysis was employed between tree-ring and the benchmark series on decadal, multi-decadal and centennial scale, respectively. It is worth noting how to accurately estimate the threshold of significant correlation. Because the filtered time series have a reduction on the degree of freedom (DOF) comparing with the unfiltered data, more vigorous statistical tests should be utilized to demonstrate the statistical significance. In this study, we applied the Monte Carlo simulation method [44], which compared the actual correlations with correlations between instrumental temperatures and the simulated random time series generated from the original tree-ring series. The white noise was superimposed to the original series so as to generate the samples and these series would also be decomposed into components on
the four timescales (details of Monte Carlo simulation please see the Supporting Information). The threshold for the value of the significant correlation coefficient was estimated using 5000 member Monte Carlo simulations with bootstrap resampling (400 trials) at a 95% level of confidence. The tree-ring component would be selected to establish the final reconstruction, if its correlation with the benchmark series on the corresponding timescale exceeded the threshold value. It was noteworthy that, owing to its relatively short length, the CRU temperature series was not able to exhibit complete signal on the centennial scale. To better reconstruct the long-term variability, an extra low-frequency series of NH temperature reconstructed in paper [8] (hereafter Moberg05-LF for short) spanning from 133 AD to 1925 AD, was used instead of CRU variability on the centennial scale, which was largely different from the traditional approach. Moberg05-LF rather than other low-frequency series was selected owing to the following two reasons. Firstly, Moberg05-LF, which was inferred from low resolution proxy records (pollen, borehole, stalagmite, etc.), was totally independent from tree-ring data. Secondly, the timescale of Moberg05-LF variability was longer than 80 year, which was similar to the centennial scale defined in this study.

**Stage 3. Composite the screened out components, and after scaling on corresponding timescales, combine them into the final reconstruction.** Weight each screened tree-ring component on the same timescale in proportion to their explained variance for the benchmark series (i.e. CRU and Moberg05-LF) [43]. Then, composite these screened out components by...
weight on decadal, multi-decadal and centennial scale, respectively. The function was as follows [Eq (4)]:

$$\text{CS}_j(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_j} \frac{a \cdot r_{ij}^2 \cdot \text{comp}_i(t)}{C_1} \quad \begin{cases} a = 1, & r_{ij} > 0 \\ a = -1, & r_{ij} < 0 \end{cases}$$

where the subscript $i, j$ denoted $i$-th standardized time series and $j$-th timescale; $N_j$ was the total number of screened components at $j$-th timescale, and $\text{CS}_j(t)$ was the corresponding composite series. The weight was given by the square of each correlation coefficient ($r_{ij}$) relative to the benchmark series at $j$-th timescale.

After that three composite series were obtained, and then scale them with the benchmark series (CRU and Moberg05-LF) on the corresponding timescales, respectively, by variance matching method [Eq (5)]. Finally, combine the scaled three composite series on decadal, multi-decadal and centennial scale, and the final reconstruction of the extratropical NH mean temperature was established [Eq (6)].

$$\text{reconj}(t) = \frac{(\text{CS}_j(t) - M_{\text{Pcal}}) \cdot \text{std}_{\text{Pcal}}}{\text{std}_{\text{Pcal}}} + M_{\text{cal}}$$

$$\text{recon}_{\text{MDVM}}(t) = \sum_{j=2}^{4} \text{reconj}(t)$$

where $\text{reconj}(t)$ represented reconstructions at different timescales. $M_{\text{Pcal}}$ and $M_{\text{cal}}$ were mean values of proxy composite series and instrumental series during the calibration period at $j$-th timescale. $\text{std}_{\text{Pcal}}$ and $\text{std}_{\text{cal}}$ were the standard deviation of proxy composite series and instrumental series at $j$-th timescale.

**Validation of MDVM reconstruction**

**Pseudo-proxy experiment (PPE).** Pseudo-proxy experiment (PPE), as a more objective approach, has been widely applied to test reconstruction methods based on the climate model simulated results. The main purpose of PPE is to put the reconstruction methods to a common framework, and the model simulated temperatures can provide a longer timescale background for testing the low-frequency signal. In this research, PPE has been performed basing on the ensemble results of the CMIP5 last millennium simulations and their corresponding extended simulations. In total, seven sets of results from five models were included: BCC-CSM1.1, CSIRO-Mk3L-1.2, HadCM3, MPI-ESM-P, and GISS-E2-R (p121, p124 and p125, http://data.giss.nasa.gov/modelE/ar5/). The corresponding annual mean surface temperature of the ensemble was extracted to be the known model target.

The experiment was designed as follows. Firstly, using the bilinear interpolation scheme, the model simulation results were interpolated onto the 126 tree-ring sites (i.e. as same as the tree-ring records used for the real-world MDVM reconstruction, see S3 Table). Then Gaussian white noise with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 was respectively added to the interpolated series to mimic the pseudo-proxy series over the entire 1150 years (851–2000 AD). Following the same steps of MDVM method (Stage 1–3), the variability on annual scale was discarded, and the reconstructed composite series at other three typical timescales (decadal, multi-decadal and centennial scale) were calculated basing on the pseudo-proxy
series from the same proxy networks. The only difference when performing PPE was that the target series for calibration/validation was the ideal series of pure simulated NH mean surface temperature (851–2000 AD) instead. Two trials of verification tests with exchanged calibration and validation periods were conducted: Exp-A with 851–1500 AD as calibration period and 1501–2000 AD as validation period; Exp-B with 1501–2000 AD as calibration period and 851–1500 AD as validation period. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the performance of MDVM on centennial timescale, two extra metrics were calculated as well, i.e. the ratio of standard deviation of reconstructed centennial variability to simulated counterpart (low frequency stand deviation ratio, hereafter LF-Std-Ratio for short) [Eq (7)].

\[
LF - Std - Ratio = \frac{std_{recon}}{std_{sim}}
\]  

(7)

**Leave-one-out cross-validation.** The “leave-one-out” cross-validation [45] was performed to verify the accuracy of MDVM reconstruction against the instrumental temperature data (CRU) over the period 1850–2000. The following statistics were examined in the validation: reduction of error (RE), coefficient of efficiency (CE), and root-mean-square error (RMSE). The uncertainty of the reconstruction was estimated using the standard deviation (\(std_{ver}\)) of the instrumental extratropical NH temperature and the correlation coefficient (\(r\)) between the reconstructed and instrumental series in validation period [46] [Eq (8)]:

\[
uncertainty = std_{ver} \cdot \sqrt{1 - r^2}
\]  

(8)

Monte Carlo simulation process was also applied to test the significance of RE, CE scores and the uncertainty, and samples for the testing were generated by first-order autoregressive model (AR1) plus red noise [9].

**Results**

**PPE validation and uncertainty estimation**

In this study, we applied EEMD to decompose tree-ring data and instrumental series on four timescales. The tree-ring data was screened and scaled with the benchmark series on decadal, multi-decadal and centennial scale, respectively. Further details in the process of performing MDVM method including the statistical results of threshold values derived from Monte Carlo simulation, as well as the scaling and calibrating were provided in S1 and S2 Tables, S1 Fig.

Statistics of split validation results for PPE was shown in Table 1. Based on the high values of RE and CE calculated from PPE test, we could basically infer a good ability of MDVM method to preserve the low-frequency signals. As levels of SNR increased, the quality of reconstruction improved gradually (i.e. the values of RE and CE increased), and the uncertainty of variability on centennial scale (Uncer-LF) basically decreased with values ranging from 0.0505 to 0.0711°C. Additionally, the LF-Std-Ratio showed different performance for Exp-A and Exp-B. In Exp-A, the values of LF-Std-Ratio were all less than 1.0 whereas the values in Exp-B were all larger than 1.0. It implied that the reconstructed centennial variability depended on the choice of calibration/validation period in some ways, owing to the different dominant external forcings driving the climate and great difference of the amplitude in the two periods (i.e. 851–1500 AD and 1501–2000 AD). For example, in Exp-B, the calibration period (1501–2000 AD) included the typical period of Little Ice Age and recent rapid warming with much larger amplitude than earlier years before 1500 AD, thus the reconstructed centennial variability in Exp-B was exaggerated to some extent compared with the known ensemble models target. In addition, the verification series of Exp-A and Exp-B with same SNR value were pieced together. Then
the power spectral analysis was conducted on corresponding four final verification series and the original model ensemble mean series (Fig 2). For the cases with SNR of 1.0 and 0.5, the reconstruction series exhibit significant (90%) low-frequency signals, which cannot be recognized in the original model results (left panel in Fig 2) as well as the cases with SNR of 0.1 and 0.25. To sum up, the PPE really provides more insights into MDVM method proposed in this paper. These results could imply that the MDVM method possesses the ability to preserve more low-frequency variability, or at any rate won’t cause the reduction of low-frequency variability.

As shown in Table 2, the validation results of MDVM reconstruction showed positive values in RE and CE exceeding the threshold values at 95% significance level, and indicated that fairly reasonable skill was contained in the MDVM reconstruction [47, 48]. Eventually, 126 tree-ring records were screened out from 211 candidate records and utilized for the final reconstruction (detailed information was listed in S3 Table). Fig 3 showed the amount and spatial distribution of the tree-ring sites finally used for the extratropical NH temperature reconstruction on decadal, multi-decadal and centennial scale, respectively. It was found that, on each timescale, the location of selected tree-ring records was relatively well-distributed, and the quantity of proxy data derived from North America and Eurasia was also roughly balanced.

Temperature reconstruction

Based on the MDVM method, the variation of the extratropical NH mean temperature during the past millennium was reconstructed and expressed as anomalies with respect to the period 1961–1990, as well as the comparison with benchmark series (Moberg05-LF and CRU) was shown (Fig 4a). The MDVM reconstruction agreed well with CRU series in decadal to multi-decadal scale. Nevertheless, at the end of the 20th century, obvious discrepancy between MDVM reconstruction and CRU was found, which was probably due to the sharp decreasing of the chronologies’ total number in recent decade. The MDVM reconstruction captured evident low-frequency information and clearly indicated three typical epochs, i.e. 20th century warming, LIA and MWP. The MDVM reconstruction exhibited an accelerated warming trend (0.038°C/decade) over recent 150 years. Pronounced LIA cumulating in 1450–1850 AD was depicted with the 17th century being about 0.587°C below the average in 1961–1990 AD. Moderate warming episode of the MWP was observed over the interval 950–1150 AD with two warm peaks around AD 1000 and 1100. Based on the MDVM reconstruction in the past millennium, the coldest decades appeared in the 1640s, 1600s and 1580s, whereas the warmest decades occurred in the 1990s, 1940s and 1930s (Table 3).
Comparison of the reconstructions separately using different continental data for the extratropical NH mean temperature was also additionally exhibited (Fig 4b). It was found that the North America and Eurasia composites cohered well in respect of the general trend, but there were also some significant differences, such as those in the late twelfth century and early seventeenth century. Additionally, the North America composite showed much stronger cooling in the late fifteenth century, which was presumably related to volcanic eruptions. On the decadal scale, the North America composite displayed higher correlation ($r = 0.732$) with the CRU benchmark series than the Eurasia ($r = 0.600$). However, on the centennial scale, it exhibited weaker correlation ($r = 0.754$) with Moberg05-LF series than the Eurasia ($r = 0.850$). Therefore, tree-ring data from the North America probably made comparatively more contributions to

![Fig 2. Comparison of power spectral analysis for the original model ensemble mean series and PPE reconstructed series with different SNR levels (0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0) over the common period 851–2000 AD. The red line indicated the red noise spectrum, and the blue (green) line indicated the 95% (90%) confidence level.](image)
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Table 2. Statistics of leave-one-out cross-validation results for the reconstructed composite series with CRU during the common period 1850–2000 AD. The threshold values at 95% significance level were estimated using 5000 member Monte Carlo simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics for validation</th>
<th>RE</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95% significance level</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation for MDVM</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RE, the reduction of error; CE, coefficient of efficiency.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146776.t002
the decadal variability of the extratropical NH mean temperature reconstruction, whereas data from the Eurasia was dedicated more to the centennial variability of the final reconstruction.

**Discussion**

**Comparison with possible related external forcing**

The comparison between MDVM reconstructed temperature and the variation of external forcing (solar activity and volcanic activity) is shown in Fig 5. The smoothed MDVM reconstruction exhibited a general agreement with the variation of the reconstructed total solar irradiance (TSI) [49, 50], and the correlation between the two series during the common period 849–2000 AD was significant (r = 0.498, edf = 34, p < 0.01). Specially, the records shared high correlation coefficients in the epochs of the solar maximum (i.e. during the Medieval and Modern age), but poor correlation around 1500–1700 AD when the Spörer Minimum and Maunder Minimum occurred. It was similar to some other dendrochronological researches concerning the relation with solar activity [51–53]. The relatively cold conditions between the two warm peaks around AD 1000 and 1100 seemed to be related to the Oort Minimum [54]. However, there was an obvious discrepancy during the mid-16th to mid-17th century, i.e. relatively cold
conditions corresponded to evidently high status of TSI, which was also observed in several other temperature reconstructions at regional (e.g. [23, 52, 55, 56]) or hemispheric scale (e.g. [4, 8, 12, 22]). It suggests that other external forcings exerted considerable influence on the low-frequency variability of past temperature besides the solar activity.

In Fig 5b, the MDVM temperature reconstruction was also compared with the volcano forcing time series in NH established in previous research [57]. It was found that the seven large volcanic eruptions, i.e. Tambora (1815), Laki (1783), Komaga-take (1640), Huaynaputina (1600), Kuwae (1452), Samalas (1258) and Reykjanes (1226/27), were associated with subsequently persistent shifts toward lower average temperatures in the MDVM reconstructions [58, 59]. Moreover, series of moderate and relatively-weak volcanic eruptions also coincided with significant drops of the reconstructed temperatures, such as in the years indicated by the dashed lines in Fig 5b (i.e. AD 1982, 1925, 1883, 1835, 1526, 1476, 1370, 1341, 1328, 1284, 1167, 1122, 1045, 1001, 901 and 854). These footprints of multiple volcanic eruptions in MDVM reconstruction probably resulted from relatively fine spatial coverage of the tree-ring network based on this novel method of separating timescales.

Table 3. The top 3 coldest and warmest decades indicated by MDVM reconstruction for the extratropical Northern Hemisphere temperature anomaly with respect to the period 1961–1990 AD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decade</th>
<th>Coldest</th>
<th>Warmest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anomaly</td>
<td>-0.685</td>
<td>-0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.634</td>
<td>0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146776.t003
Therefore, the temperature reconstructions based on the MDVM method agreed well in general with the characteristic variations of the solar and volcanic forcings. It is quite plausible that the long-term climate variations in the past millennium have been largely linked to the periodical solar activity, and people usually look at the Maunder Minimum to explain the LIA [60–62]. However, some researchers argued that solar forcing probably had a minor effect on the climate change over the past 1000 years, and volcanic eruptions seemed to be an important driver for the climate particularly during the LIA [63, 64]. It was also reported that the abrupt onset of the LIA was likely triggered by a succession of strong volcanic eruptions and sustained by sea-ice/ocean feedbacks [65]. According to mainstream opinions, the LIA type events were probably attributed to a combination of solar minima and volcanic eruptions [66, 67].

Comparison with reconstructions by different methods based on same dataset

In order to highlight the performance of different methods used for large-scale temperature reconstructions, MDVM reconstruction was compared with other two versions of extratropical NH temperature reconstructions over the last millennium. They were based on the same tree-ring dataset but utilized three different statistical approaches, i.e. MDVM, principal components regression (PCR), and RegEM-based EIV (for more detailed information, please refer to reference [9]), respectively. In the screening procedure, employing the same criteria on threshold of the correlation analysis (i.e. being significant at a 95% level of confidence) which was used in MDVM reconstruction, finally only 37 and 69 tree-ring records with relatively sparse spatial distribution (not shown) were respectively utilized for the PCR and EIV reconstruction. The three versions of reconstructions were scaled by the individual mean during the period 1951–1980 AD (Fig 6). Although they all portrayed a persistent and unprecedented warming trend in the 20th century, the low-frequency variability during the LIA and MWP were
distinctly different. Obviously, the warming depicted in PCR reconstruction around the 11th century was relatively marginal. The EIV reconstruction appeared to underestimate the cooling during the LIA particularly in the 17th century despite comparable warming in the MWP relative to the MDVM reconstruction. Overall, the MDVM reconstruction exhibited more significant low-frequency variability in the past millennium, mainly resulting from the screening and calibration with the benchmark series of Moberg05-LF on centennial scale. Additionally, the spectral analysis results (not shown) indicated that about 80–90 year quasi-cycle was only significantly identified in the MDVM reconstruction at 99% confidence level. This 80–90 years quasi-cycle is likely a natural cycle, which is probably forced by a centennial cycle of solar activity (i.e. Gleissberg cycle) [68, 69]. Also, some other studies indicated that reconstructions based on the PCR approach were prone to underestimate the amplitude of the low-frequency variability, whereas the EIV seemed to exaggerate the variability in some timespan [5, 70]. Based on the above comparisons, the MDVM method seemed to be more effective than PCR and EIV approach in large-scale reconstruction using pure tree-ring data, as it made use of more proxy records on different timescales and extracted more evident low-frequency variability.

Comparison with previous reconstructions

Our MDVM reconstruction was also compared to previous versions [1, 3–5, 7, 9, 21, 71] of reconstructed NH mean temperature (Fig 7). To facilitate the comparison, all reconstructions were 30-year low-pass filtered, and scaled to the smoothed instrumental series by the variance and mean over the common period 1865–1973 AD. It was found that our reconstruction was very similar to those from other studies in terms of the multi-decadal variability. The MDVM reconstruction captured much larger cooling during the LIA relative to the reference period, but also comparable warming signals in the MWP. In particular, the low-frequency variability indicated by MDVM reconstruction was more evident than the two reconstructions [3, 4] based solely on tree-ring data. It appeared that for the NH, the LIA maximum cooling occurred mainly centering in 17th century, and the recent warming in 20th century seemed to be unprecedented over the past millennium. Fig 8 presents the correlation coefficient matrix for all above NH temperature reconstructions (30-year low-pass filtered) over the common period 1000–1973. The correlation coefficients between the MDVM series and other reconstructions were relatively high as a whole.
without any values lower than 0.6. These results further illustrated that MDVM reconstruction was in good agreement with others particularly in terms of the multi-decadal variability.

**Comparison with the results of climate model simulation**

The MDVM reconstruction was also compared with outputs of climate model simulations over the period 850–1850 AD (Fig 9). It was found that our reconstruction generally agreed...
well with the model results on the multi-decadal scale, albeit with some differences. In addition, MDVM reconstruction showed much larger amplitude of low-frequency variability than model simulations. It appeared that most of the model simulations were prone to underestimate the warming during the MWP, which was also revealed by some other studies [4, 5]. Focusing on the strongest eruption of the past millennium (i.e. eruption in 1258 AD), it was obvious that the cooling effect of this eruption in MDVM reconstruction was much more muted than the analogous cooling indicated in the climate model simulations considered in this study. This discrepancy generally existed in other NH temperature reconstructions [72, 73] based at least partly on tree rings and it has aroused wide concern in recent years. Some researchers mainly attributed this disagreement to the misdating of the chronology which was caused by “stand-wide” missing rings near latitudinal tree line responding to the severely super eruptions [74]. However, several researchers have demonstrated that the underestimation of volcanic cooling in the tree-ring record was probably unrelated to any misdating [75–77]. This discrepancy seemed to arise from some other issues, such as the spatial distribution of tree-ring network, the seasonality of growth and climate response, and the lagged effects due to biological persistence, which all potentially affected the process of analyzing the climate signature of volcanic eruptions in the large-scale proxy-based reconstructions [75, 76].

Conclusion

We introduced a novel method termed “MDVM”, which was a combination of the EEMD and variance matching techniques. This method allowed proxy data to take decomposition, screening, and calibration on separating timescales. Utilizing the MDVM method, a new reconstruction of the extratropical NH mean temperature for the period 850–2000 AD was established. 126 records with relatively fine spatial coverage were finally screened out and utilized to reconstruct temperature variability longer than decadal scale. The MDVM reconstruction depicted significant low-frequency variability in the past millennium with evident LIA and MWP. Temperature in 20th century was likely unprecedented in an 1150-year context. Additionally, the MDVM reconstruction covaried broadly with changes in natural radiative forcing, and particularly showed distinct footprints of multiple volcanic eruptions in the last millennium. The comparisons with other versions of NH temperature reconstructions (using same dataset by different approaches, and previous versions developed by other people), as well as some model
simulation data, further demonstrated the efficiency of MDVM method on studying large-scale and low-frequency climate signals using pure tree-ring data.
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